PJ’s BREWING METHODS

Great care is taken to select the very best preparation method for each PJ’s Coffee beverage. We use three different brewing methods to bring out the best in every bean.

ESPRESSO
Finely ground PJ’s Espresso Dolce® brewed at very high pressure to produce a complex, rich and sweet liquid crème extracted from the coffee bean.

HOT DRIP
Brewed in the traditional American style, our featured selections change daily so you can sample a variety of PJ’s Coffees.

COLD DRIP
Selected blends of PJ’s coffee are steeped in cold water for up to 24 hours and then filtered to slowly produce a sweet espresso-like concentrate with little acidity – perfect for chilled or hot coffee beverages.

PREMIUM TEAS

HOT & ICED TEA
PJ’s features Mighty Leaf Tea - hand-crafted, artisan, whole leaf teas from around the globe. We offer a variety of whole leaf black tea, green tea and herbal infusions. Selections change daily.

HOT CHAI • ICED CHAI • CHAI VELVET ICE
All PJ’s chai beverages are an exotic and all-natural blend of premium black tea, honey, vanilla bean, spices and milk.

GREEN TEA LATTE
A variation on the traditional latte, made with espresso and milk.

GREEN TEA VELVET ICE
Garnished with a blizzard of whipped cream.

SIMPLE PLEASURES

HOT CHOCOLATE
Smooth, rich Ghirardelli® chocolate is used in all hot chocolate beverages.

WHITE HOT CHOCOLATE
A new way to enjoy an old favorite, with Ghirardelli® white chocolate.

LEMONADE
A fresh and fruity summer classic.

FROZEN LEMONADE
Turn summer heat to summer sweet with this cool breeze of lemony refreshment.

FROZEN HOT CHOCOLATE
A frozen twist on a classic, prepared with Ghirardelli® chocolate.
PJ'S COFFEE
SIMPLY THE BEST.

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE

We select only the finest coffee beans - from Sumatra to Ethiopia, from Colombia to Brazil - everywhere the best coffee grows. Plucked by hand at the peak ripeness, the fruits of the Coffee Arabica bush are transported to mills where the beans are expertly removed, dried and hand-sorted before shipping to our Roastmaster.

TRADITIONAL HOT BEVERAGES

HOT COFFEE
PJ’s has over twenty coffees and offers three freshly brewed choices a day. Selections change daily.

CAFÉ AU LAIT
New Orleans specialty, made with delicious PJ’s coffee and a generous splash of steamed milk.

CAFÉ LATTÉ
It is the grown up way to drink your milk - one part espresso and four parts steamed milk.

CAPPUCCINO
Equal parts espresso and steamed milk with a crown of froth.

ESPRESSO
The ultimate coffee commitment – finely ground Espresso Dolce® brewed with pressurized water extracts the rich essence of the beans. Served straight up.

AMERICANO
A straightforward cup of coffee - equal portions of espresso and hot water.

MACCHIATO
Meaning “marked” in Italian, it is a traditional serving of espresso, marked with a dollop of frothed milk.

OVER ICE

PJ’s famous iced coffees are brewed daily using a special cold-drip process that protects the flavor and strength of the beans while producing a coffee that is 2/3 less acidic. PJ’s pioneered this technique 28 years ago.

ICED COFFEE
PJ’s cold-drip Viennese Blend with just a splash of Melipone vanilla is paired with milk, over ice to create this classic favorite made famous in New Orleans.

ICED MOCHA
Nice over ice, with rich chocolate syrup blended in.

ICED LATTÉ
Classic latte meets chill – served over ice.

A SWEETER SIDE TO HOT

MOCHA LATTE
Ghirardelli® cocoa, espresso and steamed milk with a swirl of whipped cream.

HOT MOCHA
Café Au Lait, sweetened with Ghirardelli® cocoa and topped with a whipped cream spiral.

MOCHA CAPPUCCINO
Espresso and frothy steamed milk with a generous helping of Ghirardelli® cocoa and a swirl of whipped cream.

WHITE CHOCOLATE CAPPUCCINO
Frothy steamed milk and espresso with Ghirardelli® chocolate and a spiral of whipped cream on top. Also available as a latte.

VIENNA CRÈME
A warm coffee treat made with PJ’s Viennese Blend cold drip coffee and milk sweetened and frothed together, then sculpted with a swirl of whipped cream.

CARAMEL CRÈME
Rich caramel, PJ’s Viennese Blend cold drip coffee and milk frothed into a frenzy – topped with whipped cream and drizzles of caramel.

FROZEN & BLENDED

GRANITA
A cold, crystalline coffee beverage, smooth in texture and full of flavor.

add your favorite flavors such as vanilla or hazelnut

MOCHA GRANITA
Rich chocolate added to our famous granita with a spiral of whipped cream and drizzles of more chocolate.

CARAMEL GRANITA
A cold and caramel-icious granita topped with whipped cream and a sweet caramel swirl.

VELVET ICE
PJ’s Velvet Ices® are frosty cold, incredibly smooth and totally addictive. Prepared especially for you, these blended sweet sensations are offered in Mocha, Vanilla and Chai and garnished with a blizzard of whipped cream.

CHECK IN FOR OUR SEASONAL FLAVORS!
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